**Supplementary Materials:** Maps of planted area for each crop by municipality. For each year planted area was sorted and divided in 10 breaks. Color intensity shows the ranking of each municipality in that ranked scale. White color is for the first rank with the less plantations and intense red for the largest rank. There are no data for some crops for some years, which is indicated as “no data”. Data from 1950 to 1991 come from agricultural census carried out by INEGI and data from 2003 to 2015 come from annual surveys carried out by SIAP (see text for details)
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2. Banana
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3. Beans
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4. Blackberries

5. Fodder oats

6. Fodder sorghum

7. Grain sorghum
8. Grass

9. Green chili pepper

10. Guava

11. Lime
16. Papaya

17. Peas

18. Potato

19. Strawberries